CCM WINDS SERIES PRESENTS

CHAMBER WINDS

GLENN D. PRICE, director

BRIAN DILLER, doctoral conducting associate
RON RIVERO, doctoral conducting associate

Thursday, October 24, 2013
Corbett Atrium
12:20 p.m.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
Petite Symphonie (1885)  
Charles Gounod  
(1818-1893)

I. Adagio—Allegretto  
II. Andante cantabile  
III. Scherzo  
IV. Finale

Glenn D. Price, conductor

Trevelyan Suite (1968)  
Malcolm Arnold  
(1921-2006)

I. Palindrome  
II. Nocturne  
III. Apotheosis

Ron Rivero, conductor

Serenade (1979)  
Alec Wilder  
(1907-1980)

1. First Interlude  
2.  
3. Second Interlude. Gently  
4.  

Brian Diller, conductor

Chamber Winds  
Glenn D. Price, director

Flute  
Mengdi Han  
Carol Joe  
Matthew Ross  
Kelsey Snider  
Oboe  
Chelsea Cox  
Shawn Hutchison  
Harim Jeong  
Jeffrey Kish  
Clarinet  
John Divine  
AJ Houston  
Ki Dong Kim  
Patrick Sikes

Bassoon  
Stefan Lang  
Tony Nesta  
James Snyder  
Darby Woodling  
Horn  
Devin Cobleigh-Morrison  
Stephen Newberry  
Jenaye Renshaw  
Clark Stewart

The CCM Chamber Winds are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player's contribution.